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Tagungsbericht 49/1995

Topologische Methoden in der Gruppentheorie
3. bis 9. Dezember 1995

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herbert Abels (Bielfeid) und Peter H. Kropholler
(Queen Mary and Westfield College, London) statt. 45 Teilnehmer aus Deutschland,
Frankreich, Griechenland, Großbritannien, Israel, Rußland, Schweden, der Schweitz und
den USA waren der Einladung gefolgt; es wurden insgesamt 31 Vorträge gehalten. ·Die
f~~genden Schlagworte geben einen Überblick über die Vielfalt der Themen.

Automorphismen von freien Gruppen
Coxetergruppen und Artingruppen
Endliche Gruppen
Endlichkeitsbedingungen

.Geometrische und" asymptotische Invari'anten
Gruppenoperationen auf topologischen und metrischen Räumen
Kombinatotische Gruppentheorie
Negative und nicht positive Krümmung
Theorie, Berechnungen und Anwendungen von Gruppenkohomologie, z.B.

- Vollständige Kohomologie
- Beschränkte und f2-Kohomologie

Trennungseigenschaften
Zwillingsgebäude

Die Tagungsleiter bemühten sich, neben den vielen Vorträgen auch Zeit zum freien Ge
dankenaustausch zu schaffen. Dadurch konnten leider nicht alle Teilnehmer über ihre
Arbeit referieren; deshalb sind in diesem Bericht auch Vorträge aufgeführt, die nicht ge
halten werden konnten. Für die freundliche und großzügige Atmosphäre des Hauses sei
allen Mitarbeitern herzlich gedankt.
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Abstracts

Peter Abramenko: Twin buildings and filliteness properties of certain S-arithm~tic

groups.

Definition. The finiteness length <p(f) of a group r is defined by tp(f) := sup {I E No I
r is of type F1}.

Question. Given a reductive group 9 over aglobai function field K and an S-arithmetic
subgroup r of Q(K), e.g. f = 9(05), what is cp(r)?

This turns out to be a hard problem in general. The following is known:

• a complete c1assification of all finitely presented f's (H. Behr 91), e
• <p(SL 2(05) = #S - 1, (U. Stuhler 80)

• cp(SL n+l (IFq[t]) = n - 1 if q ~ ([~;:]) (Abels/A. 87)

• cp(Q(IFq [t])) = n - 1 and cp(Q (IFq [t, t- I ])) ~ n - 1, provided that 9 is an almost simple
classical lFq-group of lFq-rank n ~ 1 and q ~ 22n

-
1 (A. 92/95)

The geometrie background (action of r = Q(lFq[t]) on the corresponding Bruhat-Tits
building ~+) in this last situation is significantly better understood if one considers the
action of G = Q(IFq[t, i-I]) on the associated twin building ~. = (ß+, ß_). Observing
that r = StabG (O_) for a vertex 0_ E ß_, finiteness properties can be deduced from
the following general

Theorem. Let G be a group acting "nicely'~ on a twin building ß = (ß+, ß_). Suppose
that ß+, 6_ are thick locally finite, n-dimensional buildings and that the (spherical) links
occurring in ß+, ~_ are "sufficiently large" and not of exceptional type. Then cp(G) ~ 1
and <p(f) = n - 1 for any r = Staba (a_), 0 =F a_ E ß_. .

The following (very recent) example shows that the condition "sufficiently large"· can not
be dropped in general:

Counterexample. Let 9 be a (minimal, split) Kac-Moody group of rank 3, such that
the corresponding Coxeter numbers are (4,4,4). If r is a proper parabolic subgroup of
G = Q(IF2 ), then cp(f) = O. \

Alejandro Adern: Automorphisms and cohomology of discrete groups.

Let r denote a discrete group of finite cohomological dinlension. We outline a method
for producing cohomology classes using finite automorphism groups. If P Ccp Aut(f) is a
finite p-group, let t = r Xcp P. Let P denote a finite subgroup of f mapping onto P via
standard projection. Then we have (using total dimensions)

Theorem. dirn H*(f, IF,,) ~ 2: dirn H*(Zr(P), IFp ).
Hl(P.f)

Applications to congruence subgroups illustrate the ·usefulness of this formula.
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Juan Alonso: Homological hyperbolicity.

In joint work with W. Bogley, R. Burton, S. Pride and X. Wang, we have defined, for a
group G of type Fm+l (m 2 1), homotopicaJ Dehn fUDctions ob (1 $ t ~ m) (where ob
is the "classical" Dehn function used by Gromov to define hyperbolic groups) and proved
that these are invariant under quasi-isometry and, more generally, under quasi-retractioDs.

For a group G of type FPm+l (m ~ 1) I have developed a corresponding theory of
homological Dehn functions ßh (1 ::; t ~ G) which enjoy similar invariance l~nder quasi
isometries and -retractions as the oh da. The relationship between these Dehn functions
is:

Proposition. Suppose that G is a group of type Fm+l' Thene (i) Llh j hb. (the "subnegative c1osure" of 6b)
(ii) ob ~ ßb,

(iii) oh = ßh for all t ~ 3.

Definition. A group G of type FP2 is called hornologically hyperbolic if ßh i~i~inear.

Theorem. A group is hyperbolic iff it is homologically hyperbolic.

Johathan Alperin: Varia~ions on a theme of Mislin.

Guido Mislin has given a remarkable connection between group structure and cohomology
isomorphisms: Let k be a field of prime ch;..racteristic p and let H be a subgroup of the
finite group G; the restrietion map of H*(G, k) to 8·(H, k) is an isornorphisrn if, and
only if, H contains a Sylow p-subgroup of G and whenever Q is a p-subgroup of H then
Nc(Q)jCc(Q) ;::: NH(G)jCH(G).

The talk is concerned with anaJogous resuJts motivated by this theorem and, in particular,
establishes necessary and sufficient conditiolls for the principal blocks of G and H to be
stably equivalent via restrietion and truncation to the principal block.

Dave Benson: Finite group actions on products of spheres.
(Joint work with A. Adern)

Theorem. Let G be an elementary abelian p group of rank r acting freely on a finite
dimensional CW complex X ~ (,S'U)t, in such a way that tbe basis UJ, .•• , Ut of Hn(x; IFp )

corresponding to the t spheres is permuted by G. Then the number of orbits of G on
{u., ... , Ut} is at least r. Moreover, the rnod p cellular chains on X are chain homotopy
equivalent to a tensor product of complexes corresponding to the orbits. The complex
corresponding to an orbit is tensor induced from a cornplex for the stabilizer, with the
homology of a single ·n-sphere.
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Robert Bieri: On the finiteness length in direct products.

By the finiteness length fl G of a group G I mean the smallest integer m (oroo) with G
not of type Fm. I have reported on recent progress by H. Meinert and R. Gehrke in the
problem of computing fl N of anormal subgroup N <J G with G/ N Abelian, when G is a
direct product of 3-manifold groups or one-relator groups.

The method is based on computing the BNSR-geometrical invariant Em(G). Define a map
(I :Ho~(G,IR) -+ No U {co} by putting fI(O) = 0 and fl(X) = inf{m I X fi Em(G)}. The
result is then obtained by a surprising additivity result for {I in a direct product (which
is not available for fl!) and the formula fl(N) = inf{fl(x) I X : G ~ IR, X(N) = O}.

Martin Bridson: 2-complexes, towers and subgroups of F x F.

One can say considerably more about 2-complexes of non-positive curvature than about
arbitrary spaces of non-positive curvature. Moreover, there are many examples of such
2-eomplexes that are interesting from the point of view of group theory. In this talk I shall
discuss some of these examples and then describe a construetion peeuliar to dimep.sion 2
and use it to give a geometrie proof of the Baumslag-Roseblade eharaeterisation of finitely
presented subgroups of F x F, where F is a free group of finite rank.

Mike Davis: Bestvina's and Brady's examples of groups of type FP which are not finitely
presented.

These examples are of the following form: G is a right angled Artin group and H is the
kernel of a homomorphism from G to Z. For appropriate choices of G, H will be of type
FP hut not finitely presented.

Mike Davis: The cohomology of a Coxeter group with group ring eoeffieients.

Let (W, S) be a Coxeter systenl and let L(W, 8) be the geometrie realization of the poset of
those subsets T of S which generate a finite subgroup. There is a formula for H-(W; ZW)
in terms of the cohomology of L(W, S) and certain of its subcomplexes. It foJlows fro_
this that W is a virtual Poincare duality group i( and only if W splits as W = Wo X W I ,·

where Wt is finite and L(Wo, So) is a hOlnology (n - 1)-manifold with the same homology
as sn-I.

Thomas Delzant: The isomorphism problem for hyperbolic groups.

Let P := (al,' .. ,ar; RI, ... , Rs ) and Q := (bI, ... , bn ; SI, ... , St) be two abstract presen
tations. Suppose one already knows a solution to the word problem for these presentations.
It is obvious how to decide whether the two defined groups are isomorphie or not, if one
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has apriori knowledge of a constant C, such that for some isomorphism t.p : P -+ Q the
folJowing holds:

le,o(adlB ~ C and Icp-l(bj )IA ~ C for all i and j,

where IIA is the word metric in the alphabet ai, and vice versa.

The aim of the talk is to explain how hyperbolic geometry can provide such an estimate.
We will discuss in detail tbe case of a free group. One should also mention that Sela
already gave a solution to tbis problem, at least for hyperbolic groups with finite outer
automorphism group; however, tbe presented solution is stronger, because it provides an

effective solution rather than a Turing machine.

e Beno Eckmann: Groups of type FP and Euler characteristics.

Let·G be a group of type FP, i.e. admitting aresolution P. over ZG of finite length n
and with all Pi finitely generated projective ZG modules. Question: can one express the
(homological) Euler characteristic X(G) = ~(-l)ip;(G), where ßi(G) = dimRH;(G; JR)
is the i-tb Betti number of G, by i 2-Betti numbers Pi like in the cas~ where therresolution
is free over ZG? The answer is "yes" ifG has the property

(*) G fulfills the strong Bass conjecture, or G is residually finite. .;,:

Our procedure actually applies, more generally, to any FP-complex P. over ZG (and
therefore to aspace dominated by a finite cell·complex). It is baseq on the

Th U) rem. For a finitely generated projective ZG·madule P, the Hilbert-G-module
f 2G @G Pis, under the candition (*), isometrically G-isomorphic to l2Grk P, where rk P
is the "naive" rank dirn IR(IR Q9c P) of P.

"Thus, under condition (*), l2G&Je P is a complex of free Hilbert-G-modules of ranks rk Pi.
If ßi is the von Neumann dimension dirn GfJ;, reduced (co-)homology ofthat complex, then
the standard Euler- Poincare argument yields

n n n

E(-I)ißi = E(-l)irkPi = E(-I)ißi = X·
000

Ross Geoghegan: Kerneis of actions on CAT(O) spaces.
(Joint work with R. Bieri)

We look at exact sequences of groups

1 -+" N -+ G -!. Isom(M),

where A! is a CAT(O) space whose geodesic segments can be prolonged to geodesic lines.
We give geometrical conditions, in terms of the action of G on M, necessary and sufficient
for N to have the finiteness property Fn, assuming that G has it too. Among other
things we show that N = N(p) having type Fn is an open condition on the space of
representations p. This generalizes the work of Bieri, Neumann, Strebel and Renz.
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il*(Out F1'- 1 ; Z)(1') ~ iI*(E1' ; Z)(1')

il*(Out Fp; JE)(p) ~ 2iJ*(Ep; tE)(p)

iJ*(Out F1'+1; Z)(1') ~ 3iJ*(Ep ; Z)(p) EB H

Henry Glover: The p-rank one cohomology of Out(Fn }.

We compute the first few casesof the p-rank one Farrell cohomology of Out(Fn }. In
particular we show

where H is a surn of iI*(D21' ; Z)(1') and iI*(M4P ; Z)(1'h depending on cases mod 20. Here
M41' denotes an extension of D2p by Z/2, and ( )(1') denotes the p-primary cornponent.

Rostislav I. Grigorchuk: Bounded cohomology of discrete groups.

In the first pa.rt of the talk we give a survey of results on the bounded cohomology
of discrete groups. In particular we explain the role of amenable groups and pseudo
characters in the theory. We give a description of the second fl-homology group Hf (C)
and the second bounded cohomology group Hl(G) in terms of spaces of 2-chains and
2-cochains. This leads to the following

Theorem. If r.p : G -+ H is an epimorphism of groups, then <j; : H?(H) ~ H;(G) ,is
injective and Hf (G) -+ Hf (C) is surjective.

Conditions for the nonvanishing of Hl(G) are given for groups Gwhich are free products
with amalgamation, HNN extensions or one relator groups. We also establish a connection
between the vanishing of the averaged width and the vanishing of Hl(C)

Jens Harlander: Embedding into efficient groups.

A group C is called efficient if it admits a finite presentation (Xl,' .. X n I Tl, ... r m ) with

n - m = r(H1(G)) - d(H2(G)),

where r denotes the torsion f~ee rank and d is the minimal number of generators. We
study embedding quest~ons in connection with efficiency. Our main result is the following:

Theorem. Every finitely generated group G can be embedded into some effici'ent grouA
H. If G is finite, then H can be taken to be finite. lf the eohomological dimension of~
is 2, one ean find H with virtual cohomological dimension 2, otherwise one can arrange
cdH = edG.

Hans-Werner Renn: The mod 2 c.ohomology of SL(3, Z[~]) ..

We outline a proof of the following result.

Theorem. H*(SL(3, Z[~]); 1F2 ) ~ 1F2[W2, W3] l8> E(e3, es).

(E denotes the exterior algebra, indices give the degrees of the corresponding classes.)
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The method of praaf is to study Er Xr (Xoo x X 2 ). Here r = SL(3, Z[~]), X oo is the sym
metrie space SO(3)\ SL(3, IR) and X 2 is the Bruhat-Tits huilding associated to SL(3, lth)·
The "standard approach" of studying the spectral sequence of the map Er x r(Xoo x X 2 ) -+

(Xoo x X2 )/r is tao complicated to be carried out. Instead, we use a spectral se
quence canverging to H;'(Xoo x X 2 )s; 1F2 ), where ( )8 is the "2-singular part", which
has H*(GL(2, Z[~]); IF2 ) and H*(Z[~]X x Z[~]; IF2 ) as input.

Then we analyze

H*(Xoo x X 2 , (Xoo x X 2 )s; 1F2 ) ~ H*((Xoo x X 2 )/f, (~oo x X 2 )s/r; 1F2 )

and the lang exact sequence for the pair (Xoo x X 2 , (Xoo x X 2 )s).

Peter H. Kropholler: Groups with Eilenberg-MacLane complexes of finite type.

Let HF be the smallest class of groups containing all finite groups with tbe property that
if G acts on a finite dimensional cantractible CW-complex with stabilizers in HF then G
itself belangs to HF. In joint work with Guido Mislin, we have shown that an ;,H.r-group
G with an Eilenberg-MacLane space of finite type possesses a finite dimensional model for
the c1assifying space ß..G; that is, there is a G-CW-complex X with finite isotiopy such
tha~ XH. is contractible for all finite H ~ G.
The construction begins with the poset of non-trivial finite subgroups and depends in a
crucial way on homological results proved earlier in joint work with Jonathan Cornick.

laI) Leary: On the cohomology of Coxeter groups.

Using techniques of M. Davis, M. Bestvina. was ahle to exhibit a group r such that
cdz r = Cd'2 r = 3 and cdQ r = 2, as a finite-index subgroup of a finitely generated
Coxeter group. Warren Dicks and I have considered the non-finitely generated case. We
characterise the Coxeter groups that have finite virtual cohomological dimension, and
give some information about cohomology of these groups. Examples outlined in"this way
include

1) A group r 1 acting with stabilizers of orders i, 2 and 4 on a contractible 2-complex,
but having 00 finite-index torsion-free subgroups.

2) A group r 2 such that cdz r2 = 3 but cd lF r 2 = 2 for all fields lF.

The groups r 1 and r 2 may be taken to be 2-generator groups by applying the HNN embed
ding theorem to the nOll-finitely generated exalnples occurring as finite-index subgroups
of Coxeter groups.

Martin Lustig: The index of a free group automorphism and the 5cott conjecture.
(Joint work with D. Gaboriau, A. Jäger, G. Levitt)

Let Fn be a free group of finite rank 11 ~ 2, let a E Aut( Fu ) and let 80: be the induced
homeomorphism on the Gromov boundary 8Fn- Let· Fix(n) := {w E Fn I a(w) = w} and
Fix(ßa) := {X E 8Fn I8a(X) = X}.
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Corollary. lf Fix{0) = {I}, then # Fix(80) ~ 4n.

Let Fix _(80) denote the set of all 8o-attractors in Fix(8a). One can show

Fix(8a) = Fix _(8a)U Fix_(80'-I)Ü Fix(8aIFix(o)'

Notice that Fix(a) acts canonically on Fix(8a), preserving the above partition.

Definition. ind(a) :~ rk(Fix(a» + i#(Fix_(8a)j Fix(a)) - 1.

Theorem 1. All a E Aut(Fn ) satisfy ind(O') ::; n - 1.

Notice that this reproves the Scott conjecture rk(Fix( Q» ::; n, due to Bestvina and Handel.

Definition. Denote by ä E Out(Fn ) the canonical image of 0' E Aut(Fn ).

ind(6:) := max {~ind(O.) I o-i = 0, 0i -:I I;/ojlw Vw E Fn } ,
,eI

where Iw : v t--+ w-Ivw Vv E Fn .

Theorem 1 '. ind(6:) ::; n - 1 for all 0- E Out(Fn ).

The proof crucially uses (a) the existence of a "good" a-fixed point in the closure of outer
space, (b) Gaboriau-Levitt's analysis of the index for free group actions on trees, and a
new concept for such actions, called Bounded Back Tracking.

Wolfgang Lück: L2-invariants and applications to group theory.

We gi~e the basic defi~ition and properties of L2-Betti numbers of spaces and groups. We
use them to prove the following results.

Theorem. Let 1 -+ Ll ---+ r ---+ n -+ 1 be an extension of groups, such that ~ is finitely
generated and infinite, r is finitely presented and n contains an element of infinite order.
Then

a) b~2)(r) = o.
b) def(r) := max {g - r I r ~ (SI,'" ,Sg I RI ,· •• , R,.)} ::; 1.

c) If M is an oriented closed 4-manifold group with 11"1 (M) ~ r then
Isignature (M)I ~ X(M).

Let F be the Thompson group of orientation pre~ervingPL-automorphisms of [0, 1] whose
slopes are powers of 2 and whose breaks are contained in Z[~]. This group is not elemen
tary amenable, does not contain Z x Z as subgroup and BF is of finite type. Hence it ie
an interesting quest ion whether F is anlenable. A necessary, hut not suflicient condition
is b~2)( F) = 0 for all p. We show

Theorem. b~2)(F) = 0 for all p ~ O.

Shahar Mozes: Word metric and Riemannian metric on lattices in semisimple groups.
(Joint work with A. Lubotzky, M.S. Raghunathan)

Let G be a semisimple Lie group and r < G an irreducible lattice. There are two natural
classes of metrics on r:
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dw - the word metric with respect to some finite set of generators,

dR - the restrietion to r of a left invariant metric on G induced from the Riemannian
metrie on the symmetrie space G/ K, where K < Gis a maximal eompaet subgroup.

We prove the following theorem eonjeetured by V. Kazhdan:

Theorem 1. If rank G ~ 2 then the two metries are equivalent, i.e. there exists a C > 0
such that for every ",' E r

C-1 dR("I') ~ dw (",') ~ CdR{;,").

Definition. Let r be a finitely generated group. An elem~nt , E r is ealled a V-element
if it is of infinite order and dw{;n, e) = Q(log n).

The proof of Theorem 1 is based on

Theorem 2. When G has rank ~ 2 and r < G is an irredueible lattice, then an element
'1 E r is a V-element if and only if it is virtually unipotent, i.e. ,n is unipotent for some
n~l.

Note that Theorem 2 provides group a theoretic criterion for recogniz"ing (virtually) unipo
tent elements in irreducible lattices in a semisimple Lie group of higher ranlf.!;

~_:~

Gena Noskov: Non-combability of Hilbert modular groups.

The 'talk is concerned with the problem of describing all S-arithmetic groups which admit
a combing in the sense of the book "Word processing and group theory" by Epstein et
aL The result of Epstein-Thurston is that SL n(Z) is non combable when n ~ 3. This
is based on the reduction theory for SL n(Z) and the higher isoperimetric inequalities for
combable groups acting properly and cocompactly on Riemannian manifolds. We show
how one can transfer the Epstein-Thurston method to the case of Hilbert modular groups
PSL 2(0), where 0 is the ring of integers of a totally real field K of odd degree.

Steve Pride: Seeond order Dehn functions on groups (and monoids).

Let G be a finitely presented group of type FP3' Let P be a finite presentation of G and
let A be a finite generating set of 1r2(P). An element { of 1f2(P) can be represented by
a spherical diagram over P, and we let Area({) be the number of regions in a minimal
diagram representing ~. Now ~ has an expression

n

e= LEigi~i
i=l

We let Vol A (e) be the minimal volume of n over the expressions (*) for ~. Then 6~ ,A(n) =
max {Vol A({) I Area(e) $ n}. Up to equivalence this is independent of the choice of finite
representation P for G and finite generation set A· of 1T2(P). We may therefore refer .10

ob - the second order Dehn function for G. This is a quasi-isometry invariant.

In my talk I will describe some results concerning the calculation of this function. Some
of this work is contained in a joint paper with J. Alonso, W. Bogley, R. Burton and
x. Wang, and some is recent work of my own.
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Mark Ronan: Twin trees.

This talk discussed some recent progress by the speaker and J. Tits in the study of twin
trees. These objects, which were introduced by Tits and Ronan, arose originally from
Kac-Moody grotips of rank 2, hut it has since become clear that examples arise from
other sourees.

The talk outlined some of the results in Twin Trees I (Inventiones 1994) by Ronan and
Tits, and went on to describe the fortheoming paper Twin Trees 11 by the same authors. In
particular, for any tree T, a graph TO was introduced. The vertices are "virtual vertiees"
in trees twinned with T.

Results showing that any semi-homogeneous tree T admits 2° non-isomorphie twinnings
(0< being the cardinality of the vertex set of T) were discussed, and it was described howe
trees twinned with T eould be eonstrueted as subgraphs of TO (above).

Jim Roseblade: Finite presentability and wedge products.

Two el~sely related theorems (proved in collaboration with C.J.B. Brookes and J.S. Wil
san) were discussed. The first asserted that a finitely presented Abelian by polycyclic
group must have a metanilpotent subgroup of finite index. Sinee not every finitely gener
ated Abelian by polycyclic group is like this, it follows that the Baumslag-Remeslennikov
theorem on embedding finitely generated metabelian groups in finitely presented ones does
not extend to Abelian by polycyclic groups. The second theorem eoncerned a finitely gen
erated kH-module V, where k is a finite field and H is a polycyelic group: If, for same
r ~ 2, AT V is finitely generated, then H/CH(V) must be virtually nilpotent. The meth
ods, unfortunately perhaps, were neither topological nor geometrical.

Hamish Short: Brady's example of non-hyperbolic subgroup of a word hyperbolic group.

Gromov's word hyperbolic groups are finitely presented groups, generalizing fundamen
tal groups of compact hyperbolic manifolds. Rips showed that they may have finitely
generated subgroups which are not finitely presented (so not word hyperbolic).

Noel Brady has recently constructed an example of a finitely presented subgroup H 0_
a word hyperbolic group G such that H is not word hyperbolic. His construction uses .
Brady's and Bestvina's recent work on Morse theory for complexes, CAT(Q) spaces, cu
bical complexes, and branched coverillgs.

[ will attempt to describe the principal steps in Brady's construction. If there is enough
time, I shall show that any subgroup constructed in this way satisfies a polynoITJ..jal isoperi
metrie inequality (a group is word hyperbolic if and only if it satisfies a linear isoperiinetric
inequality).
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Michael StoB: Rational al1d transcendental growth series of the higher Heisenberg
groups.

It is shown that for any discrete higher Heisenberg group Hn (of length 2n + 1), there is
a finite geoerating set, such that the associated growth series is a rational power series.
00 the other hand, we prove that for n ~ 2, Hn also admits a finite generating set such
that the associated power series is transcendental. Specifically, H2 has a transcendental
growth series with respect to its standard (minimal) generating set. 80th results hold
generally for 2-step nilpotent groups G with [C, G] ~ Z.

Karen Vogtman: The degree of graphs and rational homology of Aut(Fn ).

(Joint work with A. Hateher)

Inside the space An of basepointed marked graphs with fundamental group Fn , we consider
the subspace An,k of graphs of degree at most k, where the degree of a grapQ)s defined to
be 2n nlinus the valence of the basepoint. We show that An,k is (k - 1)-connected. Since
Aut(Fn ) acts with finite stabilizers, the quotient An,kl Aut(Fn ) can be used to study the
rational homology of Aut(Fn ). This leads to a proof that Hi(Aut(Fn ); tQ) is independent
of n, for n > ~i, and to computations of Hi(Aut(Fn ); Q) for i .~ 5.

Peter Webb: Mackey functors and highest weight categories.

Over a field of characteristic zero, certain gerlf~ralized Mackey functors form a highest
weight category, and in generalover a field of characteristic p the projective functors have
a filtration by certain precisely described functors which in characteristic zero are the
Weyl objects in the highest weight category. The importance of this lies in the fact that
there are significant examples of these functors - such as group cohomology~with trivial
coefficients. The theory also gives infonnation about stable maps [BG, BH], showing that
certain algebras constructed froll} these Inaps are quasihereditary.

e John Wilson: Conjugacy separability of certain Bianchi groups and HNN extensions.

A group G is conjugacy separable if whenever a, bare non-conjugate elements there is a
normal subgroup N of finite index such that Na, Nb are non-conjugate in GIN. Some
sufficient cOl1ditiol1s for amalgarnated free products of virtually free groups and HNN
extensions of virtually free or virtually polycyclic groups to be conjugacy separable were
described, and the significance in the proofs of properties of associated profinite groups
and profinite trees were discussed briefty.
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Pavel Zalesskii: Conjugacy separability of free products with cyclic amalgamation.

A group is conjugacy separable if for any non-conjugate elements x and y of G there exists
some finite quotient of G in which the images of x and y are non-conjugate.

Theorem. (L. Ribes, D. Segal, P. Zalesskii) Let Xl be the dass of all groups that are
either free-by-finite or polycyclic-by-finite. For i > 1 define recursively the class Xi to
consist of aB groups that are free products G = GI *H G2 of groups GI, G2 in Xi - 1 with
cyclic amalgamated subgroup H. Then any group in the class X' = U~l Xi is conjugacy
separable.

This theorem answers a quest ion of C.Y. Tang (Problem 8.70 of the Kourova Notebook),
whether a free product of polycyclic-by-finite groups with cyclic amalgamation is conju
gacy separable.

Further Abstracts

Herbert Abels: Compactness properties of locally compact groups.
(Joint work with A. Tiemeyer)

We introduce aseries of compactness properties Cn and C Pn for locally compact groups,
which generalize the finiteness properties Fn and F Pn . Here Cl is compaet generation, C2

is eompact presentability. The main result, due to A. Tiemeyer, is that for S-arithmetic
groups r = G(os), G an arbitrary algebraic group defined over a number field k, the group
r is of type Fn (F Pn ) iff G(kp ) is of type Cn (C Pn ) for every loeal field kp, p E 8. The
problem now is to gain a better understanding of the properties Cn and CPn and to see
which (solvable) G have these properties.

Kai-Uwe Bux: Finiteness properties of nice soluble S-arithmetic groups over function
fields.

Let Os be an S-arithmetic ring in aglobai function field I<. Then there is the following

Example. The group r := Bn +1 (Os) of upper triangular Inatrices in SLn+1 (K) for (n 2:: 1)
is of type FPlsl-l hut not of type FPlsl' e
The number field case is completely different. Here the group r is of type F Poo • This
is implicitly contained in the thesis of A. Tiemeyer; another proof was communicated by
P. Abramenko.

Note that in the funetion field case the finiteness properties do not depend on the rank
of Bn +l . This is a bit surprising, sinee in the context of reductive groups Olle is used to
expect that the number of primes as well as the rank of the group are positively related
to the finiteness properties of S-arithmetic groups.

To compute the finiteness properties one studies the action of r on the product )( =
OPES X(p) of Euclidean buildings associated to SLn +1(I<p). One uses the fact that Bn + 1 (/{p)
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fixes achamber at infinity to construct a projection X(p) ~ ~~) to tbe standard apart-
- - (p)

ment. Put these maps together to obtain a Bn +1(K)-map p : X ~ Eo = npES Eo where
the group acts on the right hand side via projection to the torus. Take H to be a minimal
r-invariant subspace of Eo.

The group r acts cocompactly on the preimage X o = p-l(H) and tbe cell stabilizers are
finite. It turns out that X0 is (ISI - 2)~connected. Hence r is of type F fjSI-l. At tbe
moment this part of the proof makes use of the fact that the buildings X(p) are Moufang.
Hence it does not lead to a treatment of the number field case yet.

The fact that r is not of type F PIS1 is checked for n = 2 first. ODe can do this using
Bieri-Strebel invariants. Establishing the same finiteness length for the group 8 2(05 ) of
all invertible upper triangular matrices over Os allows one to reduce the general case to
this ODe by observing that there is a group retract

Bn+1(Os)~ 8 2 (Os).

In such a situation the retract is F Pm whenever tbe left band group iso

A last remark on using the ward "nice" in the title. The proof seems to work in a slightly
more general setting. Just start with a Chevalley group over aglobai func.tjon field and
tben take a Borel subgroup. Their S~arithmeticsubgroups are of type F l'Isl-l but not of
type FPISj •

Olympia Talelli: On cohomological periodicity is~morphisnls

A group G is said to have aperiod q after one step if the functors H i (G, - ) and Hi+q (G, - )
are naturally equivalent for all i > 1. For example free groups, countable locally fi~ite

cyclic p-groups have this property. Using the Almost Stability Theorem of Dicks and
Dunwoody we show

Theorem. If G has period q after one step then G acts without inversions on a tree T
with finite vertex stabilizers. '.:."';:-'

Corollary. Let G have period q after one step.

0') Ir G is torsion free, then G is {ree.

ß) If G is torsion then G is a countable locally finite group.

1') If G is finitely generated then G is free-by-finite.

Moreover, there is an element 9 E Hq( G, Z) such 'that the natural equivalence is induced
by the cup product with 9, i.e. for any ZG-module A, cup product witb 9

Ug: Hi(G,A) -+ Hi+q(G,A)

is an isomorphism for i > 1 and an epilllOrphisJll for i = l.

Note that 9 E Hg( GI, Z) = Ext~G (Z, Z) is represented by a q-extension

o~ z ~ A -+ Pq- 2 ~ •.• -+ Po -+ Z -+ 0

with Pi projective ZG-modules and pdZG A :::; 1.

Berichterstatter: Martin A. Roller.
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